
Name    Date    Class   

!  

Science and the Natural World 

!  

1. APPLY CONCEPTS  What did you use to report your observations about 
the time it took both pots to boil—words or numbers? 
  

2. DESIGN EXPERIMENTS  Describe a way you could have changed the 
experiment to produce different results. 
  

  

3. INFER  Why was it important to conduct both trials? 

  

  

4. DEVELOP HYPOTHESES  Revise the statement “A watched pot never 
boils” to reflect the results of the experiment. 
  

  

Inquiry Warm-Up, Is It Really True? 
In the Inquiry Warm-Up, you investigated using the scientific method. Using what you 
learned from that activity, answer the questions below.



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Science and the Natural World 

!  

1a. COMPARE AND CONTRAST  How do observations differ from inferences? 
  

  

b. CLASSIFY  Is this statement an observation or an inference? The cat is ill. 
Explain your reasoning. 
  

  

!  
 I get it! Now I know that scientists use skills such as   _ ______________________________________

  

  

 I need extra help with   _ ______________________________________________________________

  

What Skills Do Scientists Use?



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Science and the Natural World 

!  
On a separate sheet of paper, describe the skills you would use to gather information  
about the number and kinds of dogs in your neighborhood and share the results with  
your class. 



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Science and the Natural World 

!  
  1. What are six skills scientists use to learn about the world? 
  2. What are inferences based on? 
  3. How do inferences and predictions differ? 

!  

 

  4. ___ observing a. grouping items that are alike in some way

  5. ___ quantitative observations b. making a statement or claim about what will happen 
in the future based on past experience or evidence

  6. ___ qualitative observations c. creating representations of complex objects or 
processes

  7. ___ inferring d. comparing observations and data to reach a 
conclusion

  8. ___ predicting e. explaining or interpreting things you observe

  9. ___ making models f. observations that deal with descriptions that cannot 
be expressed in numbers

10. ___ classifying g. a way of learning about the natural world

11. ___ science h. using one or more of your senses to gather 
information

12. ___ evaluating i. observations that deal with numbers or amounts

Understanding Main Ideas 
Answer the following questions on a separate sheet of paper.

Building Vocabulary 
Match each term with its definition by writing the letter of the correct definition in the 
right column on the line beside the term in the left column.



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Science and the Natural World 

!  

Scientists Needed! 
Scientists need many skills, which you also use when you do scientific experiments and laboratory work. 
As you are working online one day, you come across a help wanted ad. It describes the skills needed for 
a particular scientific job. 

Wanted: A person who is observant and knows numbers and descriptions. 
Makes appropriate inferences from prior knowledge and predictions based on 
past experience. Can classify to organize information and make models of real 
objects and processes to better understand how they function. Good communication 
skills. Works well in a team atmosphere. 

The application for the job includes the questions below. 
1. Think of an experiment you have done. What did you observe? 

Use both numbers and descriptions in your answer. 
2. What can you infer from prior knowledge? 
3. Predict what will happen based on past experience and what you 

have done in the experiment. 
4. Is there anything you can classify? 
5. Is there anything you can make a model of? Remember, a model can 

be a drawing or diagram. 
6. Write a brief description of your experiment to communicate to 

others what you did. 
7. Explain how you worked as part of a team. 

Read the passage below. Then answer the questions that follow on a separate sheet of 
paper.



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Science and the Natural World 
Write the letter of the correct answer on the line at the left. 

  1. ___ Which skill involves creating 
representations of complex objects or 
processes? 

A classifying 

B predicting 

C making models 

D evaluating 

  3. ___ What kind of observation deals with 
numbers? 

A qualitative 

B quantitative 

C sensory 

D descriptive 

  2. ___ Which of the following do scientists 
use when observing? 

A only their senses 

B only tools 

C their senses and tools 

D their tools and observations 

  4. ___ Which of the following is an 
example of a model? 

A mathematical equation 

B tool 

C scientist 

D observation 

Fill in the blank to complete each statement. 

  5. Grouping together all the things that are alike is called _________________. 

  6. A person who does _________________ learns about and explores the natural 
world. 

  7. When you state what you think will happen in the future, you are 
_________________. 

  8. A(n) _________________ observation deals with descriptions that cannot be 
expressed in numbers. 

  9. The skill of _________________ involves comparing observations and data to reach 
a conclusion about them. 

10. You make a(n) _________________ when you interpret something you observe. 



Science and the Natural World 
Answer Key 

!  

1. numbers 

2. Sample: I could have used more or less water 
or water of a different temperature. 

3. The second trial helps confirm the results of 
the first trial. 

4. A watched pot boils in the same amount of 
time as a pot that is not watched. 

!  

Sample: I would use the skills of observing to 
gather information, classifying to group dogs by 
type, evaluating to summarize my findings, and 
perhaps making a model to help me share my 
results. 

!  

  1. observing, inferring, predicting, classifying, 
evaluating, making models 

  2. reasoning from what you already know 

  3. Whereas inferences are attempts to explain 
what is happening or has happened, 
predictions are statements or claims about 
what will happen. 

!  

Answers will vary. Samples are given. 
1. Six plants that received no sunlight drooped 

and died. 

2. Since plants need sunlight for photosynthesis, 
without light they could not make food. 

3. Plants that received the correct amounts of 
sunlight will grow. 

4. Students could classify the plants as those that 
received sunlight (or water) and those that 
did not. 

5. In this experiment, students might draw 
diagrams of plants that receive or do not 
receive 
sunlight. 

6. I decided to see if plants that did not receive 
sunlight would grow and survive. Since I knew 
photosynthesis is necessary for plant growth, 
I hypothesized that the plants would not 
grow. My experiment proved my hypothesis. 

7. I moved the plants away from sunlight while 
my partner measured the water and a third 
member of the team recorded how the plants 
looked every day. 

!  

 

  4. h   5. i

  6. f   7. e

  8. b   9. c

10. a 11. g

12. d

  1. C   2. C

  3. B   4. A

  5. classifying   6. science

  7. predicting   8. qualitative

  9. evaluating 10. inference



 



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Thinking Like a Scientist 

!  

1. USE PRIOR KNOWLEDGE  Before the activity, which of your senses did 
you think you would use the most? 
  

2. COMPARE AND CONTRAST  Compare your list of observations to your 
prediction. Were you correct about the sense you thought you’d use 
the most? Explain. 
  

  

3. CONTROL VARIABLES  Imagine you had been wearing a blindfold during 
the event. How would that have changed your observations? 
  

  

4. INTERPRET DATA  Were the observations you made qualitative or 
quantitative? Explain. 
  

  

Inquiry Warm-Up, How Keen Are Your Senses? 
In the Inquiry Warm-Up, you investigated using your senses to recount an event. Using 
what you learned from that activity, answer the questions below.



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Thinking Like a Scientist 

!  

1a. EXPLAIN  What can bias a scientist’s observations? 
  

b. APPLY CONCEPTS  Debbie discovered a new way to make pizza. What 
scientific attitude is this an example of? 
  

!  
 I get it! Now I know that attitudes that help you think scientifically are   _ _________________________

  

  

 I need extra help with   _ ______________________________________________________________

  

!  

2a. EXPLAIN  What is a cause of faulty reasoning? 

b. INFER  Will scientists who observe the same ants always draw the same 
conclusion? Why? 
  

  

  

!  
 I get it! Now I know that scientific reasoning includes   _ ______________________________________

  

 I need extra help with   _ ______________________________________________________________

  

What Attitudes Help You Think Scientifically?

What Is Scientific Reasoning?



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Thinking Like a Scientist 

!  
On a separate sheet of paper, explain what roles attitude and reasoning play in thinking  
like a scientist. 



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Thinking Like a Scientist 

!  

  1. What important attitudes do successful scientists possess? 
  

  

  

  2. What is scientific reasoning? 

  

  

  

  3. How do the two kinds of scientific reasoning differ? 

  

  

  

!  
  4. objective 
  5. subjective 
  6. ethics 
  7. skepticism 
  8. experimental bias 
  9. cultural bias 
10. personal bias 

Understanding Main Ideas 
Answer the following questions in the spaces provided.

Building Vocabulary 
On a separate sheet of paper, write a definition for each of these terms.



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Thinking Like a Scientist 

!  

Scientists Working Together 
In 1953, two scientists were working together in a laboratory in 
England. One was the British scientist Francis Crick, who had been 
educated as a physicist. During World War II, he had worked on 
various projects including the use of radar. After the war, he became 
interested in biochemistry, which is a field of life science concerned  
with the chemistry of living things. The scientist working with Crick  
was an American, James Watson. He was a young biochemist from  
Chicago. the project that drew the attention of Watson and Crick was 
the structures of a chemical called DNA, which is found in living things. 
Many scientists thought that DNA had something to do with the 
inheritance of characteristics passed down from one generation to the 
next, but no one knew how this was accomplished. 

At another laboratory in England, two other scientists were also 
working with DNA. These scientists were the new Zealand physicist 
Maurice Wilkins and the British chemist Rosalind Franklin. Wilkins and 
Franklin were using X-rays to produce images of various chemicals, 
including DNA. One afternoon, Watson visited the college where Wilkins and Franklin worked.  
There, he saw an image of DNA that Franklin had produced. The image helped Watson and Crick  
determine the structure of DNA. From that and other images of DNA, Watson and Crick built a model of 
the chemical, similar to the diagram on this page. Discovering the structure of DNA caused a revolution 
in life science. Now scientists could understand how characteristics were passed from one generation to 
the next. 
1. What is DNA? 
2. Look at the diagram of DNA. Describe its structure. 
3. What kinds of scientists worked on the structures of DNA? 
4. In what way did the work of Watson and Crick depend on the work 

of other scientists? 
5. What was the significance of the work of these scientists? 

Scientists from different fields often work together toward a common goal. One of the 
greatest scientific discoveries of the twentieth century occurred as a result of this sort of 
cooperation. Read the passage and study the diagram below. Then answer the questions 
that follow on a separate sheet of paper.



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Thinking Like a Scientist 

Write the letter of the correct answer on the line at the left. 

  1. ___ What kind of bias is a mistake in the 
design of an experiment that makes a 
particular result more likely? 

A deductive 

B cultural 

C personal 

D experimental 

  3. ___ What are you being when you let 
personal feelings enter into a decision or 
conclusion? 

A inductive 

B deductive 

C subjective 

D objective 

  2. ___ Which attitude makes a scientist 
capable of accepting new and different 
ideas? 

A open-mindedness 

B skepticism 

C curiosity 

D creativity 

  4. ___ Which attitude helps scientists to 
come up with inventive ways to solve 
problems or produce new things? 

A curiosity 

B creativity 

C good ethics 

D open-mindedness 

If the statement is true, write true. If the statement is false, change the underlined word  
or words to make the statement true. 

  5. ___________________ Deductive reasoning uses specific observations to make 
generalizations. 

  6. ___________________ A scientist’s open-mindedness should always be balanced 
by bias. 

  7. ___________________ Good scientists use honesty when reporting their observations 
and results. 

  8. ___________________ Scientists must be careful not to use inductive reasoning, 
because it can lead to faulty conclusions. 

  9. ___________________ Personal ethics comes from a person’s likes and dislikes. 

10. ___________________ Scientific reasoning requires a logical way of thinking. 



Thinking Like a Scientist 
Answer Key 

!  

1. Answers will vary. Students may say they 
expected to use sight the most. 

2. Answers will vary depending on the 
unexpected event and the prediction they 
made in question 1. 

3. Answers will vary depending on how much of 
the event was visual. Students should be able 
to point to something they would have missed 
if blindfolded and something they would have 
been able to observe despite the blindfold. 

4. Answers will vary. Sample: qualitative, because 
I used words to describe what happened 
and was not able to measure anything using 
numbers. 

!  

To think scientifically, a scientist must possess 
certain important attitudes, including curiosity, 
honesty, creativity, open-mindedness, skepticism, 
good ethics, and awareness of bias. They must 
also use a logical way of thinking based on 
gathering and evaluating evidence, called scientific 
reasoning. 

!  

  1. Important attitudes that scientists possess 
include curiosity, honesty, creativity, open- 
mindedness, skepticism, good ethics, and 
awareness of bias. 

  2. Scientific reasoning is a logical way of thinking 
based on gathering and evaluating evidence. 

  3. Deductive reasoning is a way to explain things 
by starting with a general idea and then 
applying the idea to a specific observation. 
Inductive reasoning uses specific observations 
to make generalizations. 

  4. making decisions and draw conclusions based 
on available evidence 

  5. letting personal feelings enter into a decision or 
conclusion 

  6. the rules that enable people to know right from  
wrong 

  7. having an attitude of doubt 

  8. a mistake in the design of an experiment that 
makes a particular result more likely 

  9. bias that stems from the culture in which a 
person grows up 

10. bias that comes from a person’s likes and 
dislikes 

!  

1. DNA is a chemical found in living things that is 
involved in the inheritance of characteristics. 

2. Sample: The structure of DNA is like a twisted 
ladder. 

3. physicists, a chemist and a biochemist 

4. Watson and Crick depended on the work of 
Wilkins, Franklin, and other scientists who 
produced images of the chemical DNA . 

5. Discovering the structures of DNA caused a 
revolution in life science. With that structure, 
scientists could understand how characteristics 
are passed from one generation to the next. 

!  

 

  1. D   2. A

  3. C   4. B

  5. Inductive   6. skepticism

  7. true   8. faulty

  9. bias 10. true



 



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Scientific Inquiry 

!  

1. MAKE MODELS  In the space below, draw each beaker after you placed 
the egg in it. 

2. OBSERVE  Explain what senses you used to make your observations. 
  

  

3. DEVELOP HYPOTHESES  Write an explanation for why you think you 
observed what you did. 
  

  

4. CONTROL VARIABLES  Think of one variable you could change in the 
experiment and then write a hypothesis about what you think would 
happen if you made that change. 
  

  

  

Inquiry Warm-Up, What’s Happening? 
In the Inquiry Warm-Up, you investigated asking questions based on observations. Using 
what you learned from that activity, answer the questions below.



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Scientific Inquiry 

!  

1a. EXPLAIN  Can you test a hypothesis that crickets chirp more when they 
hide under logs? Explain. 
  

b. DEVELOP HYPOTHESES  What other hypothesis might explain why 
crickets chirp more frequently on some nights? 
  

!  
 I get it! Now I know that scientific inquiry is   _ ______________________________________________

  

 I need extra help with   _ ______________________________________________________________

  

!  

2a. EXPLAIN  How might using different types of crickets affect the cricket 
experiment? 
  

  

b. ANSWER    How do scientists investigate the natural world? 

  

  

!  
 I get it! Now I know that an experimental design must   _ _____________________________________

  

 I need extra help with   _ ______________________________________________________________

  

What Is Scientific Inquiry?

How Do You Design and Conduct an Experiment?



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Scientific Inquiry 

!  

!  
 I get it! Now I know that the difference between a scientific theory and a law is _

that   _____________________________________________________________________________

  

  

 I need extra help with   _ ______________________________________________________________

  

What Are Scientific Theories and Laws?



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Scientific Inquiry 

!  
On a separate sheet of paper, describe the likely steps in a scientific inquiry that includes  
an experiment. 



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Scientific Inquiry 

!  
  1. What is scientific inquiry? 
  2. What makes a hypothesis testable? 
  3. Why is it important to control variables in an experiment? 
  4. When you begin an experiment, why should you create a table to 

record your data? 
  5. How does a scientific law differ from a theory? 

!  
  6. Facts, figures, and other evidence gathered through qualitative and 

quantitative observations are called _________________. 
  7. A(n) _________________ is a possible answer to a scientific 

question. 
  8. In an experiment, the _________________ variable is the factor 

that may change in response to the manipulated variable. 
  9. A scientific _________________ is a statement that describes what 

scientists expect to happen every time under a particular set of 
conditions. 

10. When only one variable is manipulated at a time, a(n) 
_________________ experiment is conducted. 

11. The scientific _________________ process includes the diverse ways 
in which scientists study the natural world. 

12. A factor that can change in an experiment is called a(n) 
_________________. 

13. The _________________ variable is the only variable that is 
purposely changed to test a hypothesis. 

Understanding Main Ideas 
Answer the following questions on a separate sheet of paper.

Building Vocabulary 
Fill in the blank to complete each statement.



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Scientific Inquiry 

!  

An Enlightening Discovery 
In 1896, a French scientist named Henri Becquerel was 
experimenting with a sample of uranium salt to see if 
fluorescent substances give off X-rays. A fluorescent substance 
is one that glows when exposed to sunlight. Becquerel’s 
experiment consisted of wrapping some photographic film in 
lightproof paper, placing a sample of uranium salt on top of the 
paper, and then leaving the setup out in the sun. His hypothesis 
was that uranium salt gives off X-rays when exposed to sunlight. 
He reasoned that the X-rays would pass through the paper and 
produce an image on the film. 

When Becquerel developed the photographic film, he saw the 
image he was looking for—evidence, he thought, that X-rays 
had been produced by the uranium salt in sunlight. One trial 
was not enough, though, to support his hypothesis. He decided 
to repeat the experiment the next day. Much to his frustration, 
though, the next day was cloudy. Becquerel put the setup in a drawer and went on to do other things. 
A day later, he developed the film anyway, thinking there wouldn’t be much of an image. Much to his 
amazement, he saw an image on the film just as clear as when the uranium salt had been left out in 
the sun. 

Quite by accident, Becquerel had made a discovery of great importance. He realized that the uranium 
salt had given off an invisible “something” that could not be explained by sunlight hitting a fluorescent 
substance. Becquerel tested many more uranium compounds, and he drew the conclusion that uranium 
produced this mysterious “something.” in time, scientists realized this “something” was a type of 
radiation. 

1. What was Becquerel’s original hypothesis? 
2. How was Becquerel convinced at first that his hypothesis was 

supported? 
3. What observation caused Becquerel to pose another question? 
4. What discovery did Becquerel make by accident? 
5. Describe the pathway of scientific inquiry by which Henri Becquerel 

discovered that uranium gives off a type of radiation. 

Henri Becquerel was a pioneer of scientific exploration. Read the passage. Then answer 
the questions that follow on a separate sheet of paper.



Name    Date    Class   

!  

Scientific Inquiry 
Write the letter of the correct answer on the line at the left. 

  1. ___ The statement, “All objects in the 
universe attract each other,” is an example 
of which of the following? 

A scientific inquiry 

B scientific theory 

C scientific law 

D controlled experiment 

  3. ___ Which of these is NOT an example of a 
way scientists communicate their results? 

A taking out advertisements in the newspapers 

B publishing articles in scientific journals 

C giving talks at scientific meetings 

D exchanging information on the internet 

  2. ___ Which of these is purposely 
changed during an experiment? 

A hypothesis 

B dependant variable 

C responding variable 

D manipulated variable 

  4. ___ Which of these is a tool that can 
help you interpret data? 

A theory 

B variable 

C hypothesis 

D graph 

If the statement is true, write true. If the statement is false, change the underlined word  
or words to make the statement true. 

  5. ___________________ Many trials are not needed before a hypothesis can be 
accepted as true. 

  6. ___________________ A conclusion is a summary of what is learned from an 
experiment. 

  7. ___________________ A factor that can change in an experiment is called a variable. 

  8. ___________________ A hypothesis is not the same as a fact. 

  9. ___________________ Facts and figures are examples of variables. 

10. ___________________ A well-tested explanation for a wide range of observations and 
experimental results is known as a scientific inquiry. 



Scientific Inquiry 
Answer Key 

!  

1. Students drawings should show both beakers 
with the eggs floating at the surface. 

2. Answers will vary based on students’ 
observations. Students may say they used 
sight to see the eggs floating in the water 
or hearing to observe the sound the eggs 
made as they bounced against the side of the 
beaker. 

3. Answers will vary. Students may say they 
believe the egg weighs less than the water, 
which explains why it floats. 

4. Sample: I could adjust the temperature of 
the water to make it colder. I believe the egg 
would sink in cold water. 

!  

A scientific inquiry often begins with a question 
about an observation. To answer the question, a 
hypothesis is developed. A controlled experiment 
is planned and conducted to test the hypothesis. 
Data are collected and interpreted. A conclusion 
is drawn about the hypothesis. The results are 
communicated to others. 

!  

  1. Scientific inquiry refers to the diverse ways in 
which scientists study the natural world and 
propose explanations based on the evidence 
they gather. 

  2. Researchers must be able to carry out 
investigations and gather evidence that will 
either support or disprove a hypothesis. 

  3. If you don’t control variables, there would be 
no way to know which variable explained your 
results. 

  4. A data table provides an organized way to 
collect and record data. 

  5. Unlike a theory, which is a well-tested 
explanation for a wide range of observations 
and experimental results, a scientific law 
describes an observed pattern in nature 
without attempting to explain it. 

!  

1. Uranium salt gives off X-rays when exposed to 
sunlight. 

2. When Becquerel developed film wrapped in 
lightproof paper that had been under uranium 
exposed to the sun, he saw an image. 

3. The same image was produced when the 
setup was left in a drawer and not exposed to 
sunlight. 

4. He discovered that uranium produces a type of 
radiation. 

5. Becquerel developed a hypothesis and tested 
that hypothesis with an experiment. The results 
of that experiment led him to develop another 
hypothesis and another experiment, from which 
he drew a conclusion. 

!  

  6. data   7. hypothesis

  8. responding   9. law

10. controlled 11. inquiry

12. variable 13. manipulated

  1. C   2. D

  3. A   4. D

  5. are   6. true

  7. true   8. true

  9. data 10. theory
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